When a serious crime-say a murder-is commnitted by someone who has been discharged or has absconded from prison the public reaction is extreme. And public anger is not appeased by psychiatrists and sociologists who argue in the media the case eitherfor all mental disorders being capable of treatment leading at least to partial cure or that all crime springsfrom unfortunate social circumstances. In the two papers which follow the situation is described how psychopathic and other mentally abnormal offenders are dealt with at the present time, and how the Aarvold and Butler Committees were set up. The Aarvold Committee (Chairman, MrJustice Aarvold) was to be concerned with tightening the provisions of the law as it now stands whereas the Butler Committee (Chairman, Lord Butler) was asked to look into and recommend changes in the law relating to these offenders. The Aarvold Committee reported swiftly and the Butler Committee made itsfinal report in Ir975. (An interim report was produced in 1974.) It is with the Butler Report that Dr Rollin and Dr Norton are principally concerned here. Thefundamental aim of both committees was to maintain a balance between 'what is bestfor those guilty of dangerous offences and the right of the public to be protected'. Both writers describe the variousforms of detention for psychopathic offenders in operation and proposed, and both conclude that the Butler Report offers wise and realistic guidance butfear that continuing official inertia will preclude the recommendations ever being implemented. Dr Norton deals particularly with the concept of 'dangerousness', and the controversial issue of the Butler 'reviewable sentences' for mentally abnormal offenders.
The care of the mentally abnormal offender and the protection of the public Henry R Rollin Horton Hospital, Epsom, Surrey Historically speaking, the care of the mentally abnormal offender has alternated, according to the fashion of the time, between incarceration in prisons and treatment in mental hospitals. With certain exceptions, notably, on the one hand, Grendon Underwood, a psychiatric hospital within the prison service, and on the other, the 'special hospitals' -Broadmoor, Rampton and Moss Sidethe two systems have operated in a mutually exclusive way although, as will be shown, the clientele is all too often common to both. Since the implementation of the Mental Health Act I959 in November I960, however, the care of the mentally abnormal offender has been firmly vested in the mental hospitals.
Primary assumptions fundamental to the Mental Health Act 1959
The inspiration for this move springs, it would seem, from two primary assumptions which are in themselves fundamental to the I959 Act. The first is that, therapeutically speaking, psychiatry has elevated itself to a position where not only can all mental illness be substantially ameliorated, if not cured, but whatever betterment is obtained will be permanent. (It must be mentioned parenthetically that this therapeutic optimism would appear to extend to psychopathic disorder. If this were not so it is difficult to see why it was included as one of the varieties of mental disorder as detailed in section 4 of the Act.) The second assumption is that all crminal behaviour in a mentally disordered person stems from his illness. Therefore, the argument seems to run, cure him of his illness and his criminality will cease. To my mind both these assumptions are fallacious and until such time as it is generally recognized that this is so and the relevant parts of the Act amended, the Act will continue to misfire and be brought into disrepute.
There The final report was published in 1975.8 Its fundamental aim, as it was of the Aarvold Report and of the interim report, is the maintenance of a balance between what is best for those guilty of dangerous offences and the right of the public to be protected. This is difficult enough in the dangerous offender not deemed to be suffering from mental disorder who is serving a deterniinate sentence and must eventually be released, although he may still be regarded as dangerous. Even more difficult is the case of the dangerous offender who is suffering from mental disorder. If his dangerousness is related to, for example, a paranoid psychosis then logically if this can be cured he ceases to be dangerous. But to what extent, even with the help of modem psychotropic drugs (whose efficacy is probably exaggerated) can such illnesses be cured? And if he is discharged from whatever custody he may be in and relapses, does he again become dangerous ? Then there is the mentally abnormal offender whose dangerousness is not at all related to his mental illness: is he ever safe? Furthermore, the difficulties are compounded in the psychopath, an individual, such as Graham Young, who has a gross personality disorder characterized by abnormally aggressive and seriously irresponsible behaviour. When, if ever, may he be proclaimed safe ?
Again, as in the Interim Report, great emphasis is placed on the provision of secure hospital units. The Report gives details as to how and for what purpose the units will be constructed. They are seen as operational day centres for all the forensic psychiatric services in the region, including the existing hospital and community mental health services.
There will be links with the 'special hospitals' with which there will be not only an interchange of patients, but they will also assist in the training of prison personnel-medical and other-on secondment to them. now in progress. The Butler Report is long and comprehensive, and a short article can only deal with a few points. In an Interim Report published in April I974, some i8 months before the full report, the Committee recommended as a matter of urgency the setting up of secure hospital units in each region. These are needed because 'custodial requirements cannot be reconciled with the "open door" therapeutic policy now practised'. And they are needed for offender and non-offender alike. They form a vital part of the suggestions the Committee makes for coping with 'dangerousness', a concept that receives a chapter to itself and a very thorough discussion. One of these proposals is that the functions of the advisory board on certain patients detained under section 65, set up on the advice of the Aarvold Committee, should be extended. The Butler Committee also proposes that the existing safeguards about discharge, supervision and recall should be extended and modified. Most controversial of all is the proposal for a new form of indeterminate sentence for dangerous offenders who have a history ofmental disorder that cannot be dealt with under the Mental Health Act and for whom equally a sentence to life imprisonment is not appropriate. Such an open-ended sentence would be subject to a mandatory review every two years, release being dependent entirely on the issue of
